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learn more, review our privacy policy.× The original edition of this study introduced the architecture student to the shape and space and principles that guide their order in a built environment. Shape and space are the most important means of architecture, including a vocabulary of design, which is both elementary and eternal. The second edition is still a
comprehensive primer on the way shapes and spaces are interconnected and organized in shaping our environment, and has been refined by editing text and incorporating diagrams for greater clarity, adding individual examples of architectural work, expanding sections on holes, stairs, and scale, and finally by incorporating glossaries and indexes for
designers. The third edition persistently illustrates the basic elements and principles of architectural design that have been evident throughout human history, but an electronic component has been added to bring aspects of time and movement into the exhibition of elements and principles. In this fourth edition, the major changes consist of adding more than
two dozen modern examples selected to illustrate new forms that go beyond the eternal elements of the main statics- columns, beams, and supporting walls of stable structures that are fixed in time and space. Five more modules were also added to the electronic component to animation some design decisions relating to scale and proportions, such as
visual, often subtle judgments faced by designers in designing the project. The historical models in this book cover time and cross cultural boundaries. While the juxtaposition of styles may seem sharp at times, a diverse range of examples is intentional. The collage is designed to convince the reader to look for semblance among seemingly unlike designs and
to draw to a clearer focus of critical differences that reflect the time and place of their manufacture. Readers are encouraged to take note of additional examples they encounter or recall in the context of their individual experiences. As design elements and principles become more familiar, new connections, relationships, and levels of meaning can be
established. Illustrated examples are neither exhaustive nor necessarily prototypes of the concepts and principles discussed. Their choice serves only to illuminate and refine the formal and spatial ideas that are being studied. These fundamental ideas go beyond their historical and encourage speculation: How can they be analyzed, perceived and tested?
How can they be transformed into consistent, useful, useful, significant structures of space and hull? How can they be reused to solve a range of architectural problems? This manner of presentation tries to promote a more memorable understanding of architecture one experience, architecture one encounters in literature, and architecture imaginable when
designing. Foreword vii Confessions viii Introduction ix 1 Key Elements Primary Elements 2 Item 4 Item Elements 5 Two Points 6 Line 8 Linear Elements 10 Linear Elements Definition of Planes 15 From Line to Plane 14 Plane 18 Planar Elements 20 Volume 28 Tomtric Elements 28 Tomtric Elements 15 30 2 Form Form 34 Properties Shape 35 Form 36
Primary Shape 38 Circle 39 Triangle 40 Square 41 Surfaces 42 Curved Surfaces 43 Primary Solids 46 Regular and Irregular Shape 50 Transforming Forms 54 Dimensional Transformation 56 Subtracted Form 58 Subtracted and Additive Forms 61 Additive Form 62 Centralized Form 64 Linear Form 66 Radiant Form 70 Clustered Form 72 Grid Form 76
Formal Collisions Geometry 78 Circle 80 Rotating Grid 82 Articulation Form 84 Edges and Angles 86 Corners 87 Surface Articulation 92 3 Form - Cosmic Shape - Space 100 Form - Space: Unity opposites 102 Form Definition of Space 110 Horizontal Elements Defining Space 111 Base Plane 112 Elevated Base Plane 114 Depression Base Plane 120
Overhead Plane 126 Vertical Elements Definition of Space 134 Vertical Linear Elements 136 One Vertical Plane 144 L-shaped Aircraft Configuration 148 L-Shaped Aircraft 149 Parallel Vertical Aircraft 154 Parallel Aircraft 155 U-shaped Aircraft 160 Four Planes: Closing 16 6 Four Planes: Enlosure 170 Hole in Space-Defining Elements 174 Hole in Planes
176 Hole at Corners 178 Holes Between Planes 180 Quality Architectural Space 182 Degree Corps 184 Light 186 View 190 4 Organization Of The Form Space 196 Spatial Relationship 197 Space in space 198 interconnected spaces 200 adjacent spaces 202 spaces, connected by a total space of 204 spatial organizations of 206 centralized organizations of
208 linear organizations of 218 radial organizations 228 cluster organizations 234 network organizations 234 network organizations242 5 Circulation circulation circulation: Movement through space 252 Circulation Elements 253 Approach 254 Entry 262 Configuration Path 276 Path-Space Relations 290 Form Circulation Space 294 6 Proportion 308
Manufactured proportions 310 Proportional Systems 311 Gold Section 314 Regulatory Lines 318 Classic Orders 320 Renaissance Theory 326 Module 330 Ken 334 Anthropometry 338 Scale 341 Visual Scale 342 Human Scale 344 Scarar Comparison 346 7 Principle Order Principles 350 Axis 352 Symmetry 360 Hierarchy 370 Datum 380 Rhythm 396
Repetition 397 418 Conclusion 422 Selected Bibliography 425 Glossary 427 Building Index 435 Designers Index 441 Index subject 443 Download link (pdf , Yandexdisk; 56.5 MB). All copyrights this material is retained by the rights holder. The electronic version is published exclusively for information, scientific, educational or cultural purposes. Any
commercial use is prohibited. Kinsey quincy 42@tehne.com. Architecture: Form, Space, Order serves as an excellent introduction to architectural design. Ching begins with the most basic elements of geometry - dots, lines, planes, volumes - and demonstrates how they can be combined and organized to create architectural forms. The book consists mainly
of illustrations with short sections of text. Each theme is introduced, discussed and illustrated by both simple drawings and diagrams, as well as visualizations of famous architectural monuments that d Architecture: Form, Space, and Order serve as an excellent introduction to architectural design. Ching begins with the most basic elements of geometry - dots,
lines, planes, volumes - and demonstrates how they can be combined and organized to create architectural forms. The book consists mainly of illustrations with short sections of text. Each theme is introduced, discussed and illustrated by both simple drawings and schematics, as well as visualizations of famous architectural monuments that demonstrate the
principles in question. Keep in mind that the purpose of the book is to explore the basic properties of architecture (geometry, proportion, location) rather than to enter the architecture of history or movements. If you are interested in the history of architecture, this is not a book to read. If you want to understand the geometry behind architecture, here's where
you have to start. ... more than the second edition of this classic introduction to the principles of architecture is all you would expect from the famous architect, author and illustrator, Francis D.K. Ching. Each page has been carefully revised to include modern examples of the principles of form, space and order - the fundamental dictionary of each designer.
The result is a beautifully illustrated volume that covers today's shapes and looks at ordinary models from a new perspective. Here, Ching examines every principle of architecture, juxtaposing images that span centuries and cross cultural boundaries to create a design terminology that is both elementary and timeless. Among the topics covered are points,
lines, planes, volume, proportions, scale, circulation, and interdependence of form and space. While this revision continues to be a comprehensive example of how form and space are interconnected and organized in shaping our environment, it has been improved to reinforce and refine concepts. In addition, the second edition contains many new hand-
imaging drawings; An extended section on discoveries and scales; Examples of contemporary architectural design elements An extended chapter on design principles new glossary and index, and new 8 1/2 x 11 vertical finishes. In the second edition of Architecture: Form, Space and Order, the author chose a broader format and clearer images. Mr. Ching
retained the style of his handwritten text, a hallmark of each of his books. This rich source of architectural prototypes, each represented in Mr. Ching's signature style, also serves as a guide to architectural drawing. Undoubtedly, many will want this beautiful letum for the sheer beauty of it. Architects and students will cherish this book for its richness of
practical information and its accurate illustrations. Mr. Ching has once again created a visual reference that illuminates the world of architectural form. Form. form space and order francis dk ching pdf. architecture form space and order francis dk ching pdf free download. francis dk ching architecture form space and order. francis dk ching form space and order
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